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The Albatross Verlag and Nazi censorship 
 
The Albatross Verlag has largely been forgotten though it drove the continental European 
market for English paperbacks in the 1930s. It was a boundary-crosser: a multinational, 
cosmopolitan firm when nationalism was on the rise. Founded in Hamburg in 1931, Albatross 
broke Tauchnitz’s longstanding monopoly with its own series of modern Anglo-American 
reprints. It edited its series from Paris, secured partnerships with prominent Scottish and Italian 
firms, and printed its books in Leipzig from 1932 to 1939 (and under enemy property 
surveillance, up to 1941). Two of its three leaders were Jewish.  

 
Albatross was thus a strange bird: a cultural outsider, but an economic insider to the Reich. This 
paper draws from German archives to show how Albatross forced contradictions in Nazi 
censorship. Volker Dahm, Siegfried Lokatis, and Jan-Pieter Barbian have researched the Nazi 
“media dictatorship”: how books got approved or censored, and how publishers used or were 
used by the regime. More recently, Christian Adam has overturned the driving questions about 
censorship – who were its victims or opponents? – to ask: which works were allowed in the 
open? Albatross stayed “in the open” across the 1930s and into the war. It was “received,” on 
the one hand, by Nazi authorities who exploited Albatross’s German-produced books for 
economic and propaganda gains. On the other, German readers constituted one third of 
Albatross sales, even in a Germany smothered in nationalistic rhetoric. This is not a classic story 
of the Nazis banning foreign books. For Albatross was of the nation and beyond it. While it 
belonged, via its partnership with Tauchnitz, to the Bund Reichsdeutscher Buchhändler, the 
Literary Chamber president dismissed it as a “foreign publisher of foreign books.” Albatross’s 
sales – especially in the late ‘30s and the war, when tourism dried up – shed light on that critical 
moment when curiosity about Anglo-American culture came into conflict with German zeal to 
win the war of the book.  

 
 

 
 


